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Introduction

Everything YOU WANT in YOUR life will come to you through as a result of 
setting and achieving goals.  At its heart, goal setting is simply a way to focus 
yourself.

There are many established methods you can use successfully. The method you 
will learn today it the one I use. It’s the result of me noticing what works and 
adjusting the process until it worked consistently and automatically.

The reason I call it “The Goal Setting Experience” is because it always come 
down to our “Emotional Experience”.

Logical goal setting without factoring emotional experience can only lead to 
dissatisfaction… even if you accomplish your goals. It leaves you asking, “Now 
what?”

The “Emotional Experience” IS the way we live.

In goal setting we need to be aware of two specific areas for success.  One 
without the other will lead to dissatisfaction.

Those two areas are:

1) The process of goal setting is an experience

2) The achievement of goals creates an experience

The challenge is to choose your experience for now and the future:

1) Enjoy the goal setting process now

2) Make sure you really get what you want and enjoy it
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THE Experience

What are goals for?

Our main goal in life is to be happy.

William James, the noted 19th century philosopher/psychologist said that 

happiness is reflected in the ratio of one's accomplishments to one's aspirations.

When it comes to feeling happy in our lives, we can choose one of two paths:

1) Continually add to our list of accomplishments   -- OR --

2) Lower our expectations

Researchers now suggest a new definition of happiness and how we should go 

about getting there.

It comes down to how many positive vs. negative experiences you have before 

you can call yourself genuinely "happy"?

Happiness is greatest when we have more good experiences and fewer bad 

ones.

Happiness also relies on frequency - not the intensity of positive events in our 

lives.

Learning how to take pleasure in the smaller victories, recognizing their 

importance in our lives, and working hard to minimize the negatives will 

accomplish more than waiting around for a burst of intense pleasure.

Happiness is being aware not only of the positive events that occur in your life 

but also that you yourself are the cause of these events--that you can create 

them, that you control their occurrence, and that you play a major role in the 

good things that happen to you.
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To a lesser degree, happiness is also the awareness that you can prevent 

negative events from happening.

This sense of mastery over both the good and bad events in your life contribute 

to an overall sense of well-being.

This requires a certain amount of skill. You need to know what it is that really 

makes you happy. You need to know how to create events that make you happy.

Having positive events happen in your live without utilizing your skill to bring 

them about will not lead to happiness. Winning a lottery may make you happy for 

a short while.

You need to know that you brought your happiness about.

That is what goal setting is all about – It’s not about getting things – it is about 

being happy.
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The Harvard Study

For many of us – money makes us happy because it gives us control over our 

lives.  So… money is a great way to illustrate the power of goal setting.

From the book “What they don’t teach you at Harvard Business School” by Mark 

McCormack:

In the book What They Don't Teach You in the Harvard Business School, Mark 

McCormack tells a study conducted on students in the 1979 Harvard MBA 

program. In that year, the students were asked, "Have you set clear, written 

goals for your future and made plans to accomplish them?" Only three percent of 

the graduates had written goals and plans; 13 percent had goals, but they were 

not in writing; and a whopping 84 percent had no specific goals at all.

Ten years later, the members of the class were interviewed again, and the 

findings, while somewhat predictable, were nonetheless astonishing. The 13 

percent of the class who had goals were earning, on average, twice as much as 

the 84 percent who had no goals at all. And what about the three percent who 

had clear, written goals? They were earning, on average, ten times as much as 

the other 97 percent put together.
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What are goals?

Goals are dreams that have been turned into reality through a serious of 
actionable steps.

The truth is - if you want more in your life, you MUST understand how to set and 
achieve goals or you are doomed to live a life of frustration.

There is nothing more powerful than having the “skill” of goal setting etched into 
your brain.

It’s simply a matter of focus.  You get what you focus on – everything else just 
fades away.

You’ve told your mind this goal is what you expect. So – it produces the expected 
result.

Goals are like a universal magnet that will pull you toward what you want in your 
life.

But life is complicated - you need more than just a magnet.

Flying Story 

When I started flying, my destination airport was my goal. I used my magnetic 
compass to get there. But… because of Magnetic Deviation it’s not reliable.

Similarly… in flying and in life – winds would try to blow me off course.

To achieve my goal I needed the addition of a heading indicator to keep me on 
course.

Still… small adjustments – small, leg by leg adjustments, along the way would 
eventually get me to my destination.

When I more clearly define my goal – everything changes.

In flying that means I ask the Air Traffic Control guys for a “GPS Direct 
Clearance” – which means they’ll help guide me in the right path. No matter what 
happens – 24 satellites keep pointing me toward the most direct route to my 
destination.

With goals – your life rides on a GPS Direct Clearance
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How To Begin Goal-Setting

Decide what makes you happy and organize your life around it.

Determine your true values, what do you "believe in" and "stand for"?

Commit yourself to living your life consistent with your values.

Set your goals.

The Steps of Goal Setting

1) Move.  Move. Move.

While laying the foundation for achieving goals, make sure you move your body. 
Moving prepares you to learn the material and use what you learn. Ideally you 
would have exercised prior to this seminar.

If you’re a Motivation To Move Premium Member – I want you to exercise for 30 
minutes and then listen to the replay.  You will be amazed by how much more 
you learn…

- Exercise creates new brain cells.

- Movement tells you body that it must adapt.

- Movement required 100 of thousands neuro-associations to coordinate 
your body and your mind.

- In body terms – movement simply means you have a need to learn.

- The body creates “Blank Stem Cells” in your brain so you can learn. If 
you don’t use them – you lose you lose them.

- This gets you into a peak state of mind.
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The Goal Setting Experience

Begin with the question, “How Do I want to feel – during this process?”

If you want it to be work – it will be work.   The choice is yours.

Remember – you will feel happier by having control over your destiny. The Goal 
setting process is control of your destiny.

Always put yourself is a positive, peak state before you begin.

So, your first goal is to… enjoy the goal setting process no matter what.  This is 
exciting!

When you accomplish your goal - celebrate your accomplishment.

That simple process will establish momentum

Imagine Your Future Experience - Decide specifically what you 
want for each role you play in your life.

Personal -

Family -

Career -

Spirituality -

Friendship -

Community -

Remember – each area is separate but all are inter-dependent on the others.  
Not co-dependent, dependant or independent – Inter-dependent

You must factor in the relationship between all areas of your life operating as one 
because in reality that is how we live. “Forcing” one over the other is not being 
true to yourself and will invoke the using of “Will Power” instead of “Free Will”.  
You will eventually give up.
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Experience Evaluation - Imagine Your New 
Life

Do an “Experience Evaluation”

Think through your goals and imagine what the actual experience will be like 
when you accomplish them.

Will you have what you want?

Sometimes – getting what you want doesn’t give you the experience you really 
desire.

Only start when you are sure it’s what you really want.

Journal - Your Goals in Detail

Write down your goals and then make plans to achieve them. Writing turns 
your imagination into an actionable item.

Your mind doesn’t know the difference between real and imagined. Writing 
moves your imagination into a conscious reality that is your life.

Use the Law of Attraction in you favor.

Get as detailed as possible.

See it and feel it.

Your goals MUST become real to you.

You must get excited about the possibility of your future.

At this point you are putting the pieces together.
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Set Specific Timelines – The Easy Part

The Law of Forced Efficiency says you will fill the available time.

You must set a timeline for the starting and accomplishment of your goals.

Use short, medium and long term.

Day, week, month, years, 5, 10, 15, 20

Always using your timelines to pull forward, toward achieving the next 
goal.

Organize and Prioritize

Determine the “best order” order to proceed.

Gather the required resources to “start now”. Worry about the rest later. The 
brighter path will emerge once you begin.

Caution:  Don’t get caught in “Fixin’ to get ready” mode. Too many folks are 
always preparing to take that first step. Don’t! Just take it now and the pieces will 
fall into place.

Understand your plan WILL change.
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Start Moving  -
THE most important thing you can do.

Using your plan – start.  Start with anything – just start.

Never make a decision without taking action.

Stay Moving – Use Momentum to do something every day that moves 
you toward attainment

This gets things done and conditions your mind to succeed.

Be Flexible in your approach.

Review Your Goals Daily – make adjustments as needed.

Be realistic.  Your timelines may be off but you will accomplish your goal if you use 
“Outcome Based” thinking.

With “Outcome Based” – it really doesn’t matter how you get there.

As long as you are having the experience you desire and live values you are 
committed too – achieving your goal will just be a bonus.

Goals are the natural path to happiness and give you control of your destiny.

Choosing to set goals and choosing to achieve goals will set you above almost 
everybody in the world.

Your life experience will change.

It all begins with possibility.


